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Gary started in the automotive business at his uncle’s automotive repair 
shop in northern Missouri when he was 14 years old.  His uncle was 
a great teacher and Gary learned how to work on all kinds of vehicles 
including heavy trucks, farm equipment and industrial units.  

In 1991, he moved to the Kansas City area and started selling parts for Nationwide Engines out of 
Fort Worth, Texas.  Nationwide marketed complete engines and engine parts to professionals and 
Do-it-yourselfers.  Gary learned a lot about engine parts, production engine manufacturing, and 
warehousing.  During his 4 years at Nationwide he worked his way from counterman to Manager of 
the Kansas City warehouse.  

In 1997, Gary joined the Sterling Bearing customer service team. Gary has a big following of cus-
tomers who enjoy his positive attitude and his ability to chase-up parts for just about any engine. 
Gary says, “I’ve seen the engine world turn from being mostly daily driver applications to specialty 
antique, performance, agriculture, and muscle car restoration engines”.  Gary is known for his te-
nacity in finding hard-to-get parts.

Gary particularly enjoys building engine kits for restoration 
motors because he’s a vintage Mustang enthusiast.  His 
first Mustang was a 1968 coupe that he received for his 
15th birthday.  Today, he’s restoring a 1965 convertible.  
Hopefully, it will be finished this fall. ...but we’ve been hear-
ing that story around the warehouse for a while...

When Gary isn’t living-breathing engines, you’ll find him 
calling an auction or selling a home.  He’s a member of 
the MPAA.  No, not the motion picture association but the 
Missouri State Auctioneers Association and he operates 
Stroud’s Auction Service.  Gary is also a licensed Real 
Estate Agent for Reece and Nichols Northstar Realty in 
Lawson, Missouri.  Like that’s not enough, he also has 
plenty of hobbies, including: metal detecting, fishing, trap-
ping, calling coyotes, and collecting guns.

Gary lives on the family farm in Lawson, MO with his wife 
of 25 years and two great kids.

• Sterling Bearing, Inc. 601 Truman Rd, Kansas City, MO 64106 •  Sterling Engine Parts 361 Wilson St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413 •  New England Engine Pro  5 Jacques St, Worcester, MA 01603
• 816-842-1887, 800-821-5148    •  612-623-3921,  1-888-765-5487 •  508-752-2263,  1-800-225-7208
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